Gwendolyn Brooks is a distinguished African-American poet of the twentieth century. She is a poet of a powerful voice with which she seeks to help generate a new view, and draw a new image, of her own as a black woman who is self-conscious of her race, gender and talent, and to help generalize this image. The present paper is an attempt to identify some general outlines of that image .
I'm trying very seriously now to create for myself, develop for myself, a kind of poem that will be immediately accessible and interesting, immediately interesting to all manner of blacks, not just college students though they're included too. That kind of poem will feature song, will be songlike, and yet still properly called poetry.
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This is clearly shown in her short but very deep poem, "We Real Cool:" We real cool.We Left school.We Lurk late.We Strike straight.We Sing sin .We Thin gin .We Jazz June .We Die soon.
(ll. 1-8 )
It is an interesting, simple and song-like poem, but at the same time it very effectively reflects the reality of black people, their feeling of an uncertain, unstable and ambivalent reality. The poem depicts and the disordered lives of young black people who leave school into the street to lead the life of drop-outs, thus dramatizing -as in the last line-the tragic pathos of their lives. While Brooks seems to be concerned with the race she belongs to, her poetry at the same time Here, Brooks describes the hardship of daily life in a black environment where the inmates of the "kitchenette building" lead a poor and marginalized life. They are so trapped in this hard and harsh reality as to be turned into "things," as in the opening line of the poem. What makes this poem an effective expression of its theme is the contrast drawn between all these hardships of life which are so many on the one hand, and just one dream on the other. Brooks' poetry is thus "invigorated by her passionate portrayals of ordinary African American women and men and by her arguments against prejudice.''
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Brooks also addresses many other issues concerning the life of her gender. As Kathryn V.Lindberg writes, Brooks has always addressed and continues to address difficult issues, including those often decorously silent intimate traumas of abortion, color cost, domestic abuse, alienation, and motherhood in poverty. Defiant in the face of a painful history of racist lies and false consciousness that refuse to yield a ''useable past,'' she has actively fashioned models of personal and communal dignity as poetic blueprints for "cultural survival." In a world where abortion is considered either a woman's right or a sin against God, tension exists between the mother and this unjustified deed. Since this harsh experience could happen to any woman, Brooks chooses to say ''you'' rather than ''I'', to make the reader identify any woman and to make this sorrowful experience less a personal and universal one. The mother in this poem becomes a symbol of suffering and sterility instead of being a symbol of fertility and life. In this poem Brooks presents the female figure as a reflection of such a painful age; instead of giving her children life, the mother unwillingly takes it from them. Actually she felt deep sorrow when she remembered them. She expresses her longing and regret over the children she will never have, as in the following lines:
The damp small pulps with a little or with no hair, The singers and workers that never handled the air, Ending the poem by these lines proves that this mother is obliged to abort maybe because she is unable to take care of her babies, and it is the harsh times that pushed her to do this. The mother here becomes a symbol of sacrifice. She explains that this is not her fault or crime. Of course, it is something she cannot control . 
